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The study discussed in this document was carried out as part of the
efforts of the Pollution from Land Use Activities Reference Group, an
organization of the International Joint Commission, established under the
Canada — U.S. Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement of 1972. Funding was
provided through Education, Research and Special Services Division,
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Project No. 80645.
Findings and conclusions are those of the authors and do not necess—
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To determine various land use parameters, eleven mini—agricultural
watersheds were surveyed by questionnaire; ten were surveyed in 1975
whereas AG—S was surveyed in 1976. These selected watersheds were typical
of larger areas in the Province with respect to soil type, topography and
agricultural activity.
The selected mini-watersheds (Table 8—1) were located in southern
Ontario on ten larger watersheds draining into the Great Lakes; three
drained into Lake Huron (Ausable River, Maitland River and Saugeen River),
one drained into Lake St. Clair (Thames River), three drained into Lake
Erie (Big Creek, Grand River and Hillman Creek) and three drained into
Lake Ontario (Humber River, Shelter Valley Creek and Twenty Mile Creek).
Size
 
The mini-watersheds ranged in size from 21 to 75 km2 and represented
from 0.u to 22% of the main watershed draining to the Great Lakes. The total
area, agricultural land area, improved land area and non—agricultural land
in the various mini—watersheds (Table 8-2) were compiled from data provided
on the questionnaires (Appendices E and F). Areas determined by planimeter
from topographical maps (1:50,000) and aerial photographs were used to en-
sure the completeness of the surveys.
In this study, agricultural land was defined as all land on agricultural
properties whereas improved land included all land under cropping, lying
fallow and in pasture but excluded any unimproved land such as woodlots,
river flats, fence rows and farm buildings. Non—agricultural land included
road allowances, industrial and institutional properties, residences, re-
creational areas and Crown Land.
The total areas in each of the eleven mini—watersheds varied from 2,070
to 7,53” ha in size and of this area, 77—98% was devoted to agricultural
production. The non—agricultural land usage MES high in AG~7 (2239%) and
AG-13 (16.9%) because of Crown Land and urban dwellings whereas in the other
watersheds it represented 2—9%.
AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Crop Production
The crop production in the various watersheds is annnarized in Table
8-3. The diversity, yet similarity, of the cropping practice illustrates
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 difficult to answer. In AG—lu, few farners responded to the question of
rate of application of manure and an estimate was made for this parameter
based on the few reported results and the experience of the County Agri—
cultural Representative. In general, most farmers used the manure avail-
able from their livestock operation; exceptions occurred in AG—Z where
manure was brought into the watershed from livestock operations outside
the drainage basin and in AG-S and 10 where some manure was sold outside
the watershed. Manure use is summarized in Tables s—u and 8—5.
The use ofmanure by hectare of the whole watershed may be classed as:
High Medium Low
(>’3 tonnes/ha) (1—3 tonnes/ha) C< l tonne/ha)
As—3,u,5,6,10 Ae—2,11,1u AG-l,7,l3
In most of the watersheds, thenanure was piled outside the barns and
was left unprotected from runoff by rain until application to the field.
Application of manure occurred at various times of the year in different
watersheds depending on soil requirements, crops treated and availability
of manure.
Time of application of manure to the land varied greatly as observed
from the following information:
Summer/Fall Year round Spring
AG—l Ae—3,u,s,6,10,11 As-2,7,13,1u
(wheat was treated in August orSeptember)























































































































































































































 High Use Medium Use Low Use
(>50 kg/ha N,K) (25—50 kg/ha N,K) (<25 kg/ha N,K)
(>30 kg/ha p ) (15—30 kg/ha P ) (<15 kg/ha P )
N AG—l,13 AG—2,3,5 As—u,6,7,10,11,1u
p AG—l3 AG—l,2,3,5 As—u,s,7,1o,11,1u
K AG—2,l3 AG—l,3,5 As—u,6,7,10,11,1u
Total Nutrient
The total nutrient from manure and fertilizer used in the watersheds is
summarized in Table 8—5.
The use of total nutrients may be classed by the
level of use as follows:
High Use Medium Use Low Use
(>65 kg/ha N,K) (33—66 kg/ha N,K) (<33 kg/ha N,K)
(>36 kg/ha P ) (18»36 kg/ha P ) ((18 kg/ha P )





K AG—5,l3 AG—2,3,L+,5,6,10,11,1u AG—7
Pesticide Use
A wide variety of pesticides was used in the different watersheds de—
pending upon the crop, degree of protection required and the intensity of
the cropping practice. The use of pesticides by class is shown in Table
8—7 and individual pesticide usage is shown in Tables 8—8 to 8—11.
For convenience, pesticides were divided into insecticides, herbicides,
fungicides and nematicides and their use was recorded in 7, ll, 3 and 3
watersheds respectively.
The use of each class of pesticide was ranked into
high, medium, low and no use depending on the average rate of toxicant used
per hectare.
Only onewatershed, AG—l3, had a high use of all four classes
of pesticides. AG—lB, being a high intensity agricultural watershed, with
large—scale production of fruits and vegetables, required the greatest volume
of pest control products. AG—B and 5, having a high intensity of cash corn
production, used large amounts of herbicides.
Nematicides and growth regul-
ators (for sucker control) were used on tobacco in AG—2 and 7 and in AG—l3
on vegetables.
All pesticides are listed by their common name. Appendix D lists the
common and trade names of all pesticides mentioned in this report.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Cropping Practice in the Various Mini—Watersheds
 
Cropping Practice (% total agricultural land)
Crop









































10 32 2.5 19 1M 33 28
23
Hay 8 Pasture l 3
21
Pasture

















































































Livestock Maintained in the various Mini—Watersheds,









































































































































see Appendix B or Reference 1
% agricultural land









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 TABLE S—lO Fungicide Use a
/
in the Different watersheds
Common Name


















Total: 913 2.3 6,626.5 +
8 ,096 1. oil
a/ No fungicides were used in AG—2,3,5,7,10,11 or 1a
b/ L of dormant or superior oil (Fruit Production
Recommendations, 1976, Publication 360, O.M.A.F.)
_ 17 _
 TABLE S—ll Other Pesticide Use in the Different Watersheds
USE OF PESTICIDE (kg a.i.)
 
Common
Name AG-l AG—Z AG—7 AG-l3
Nematicides
lﬂiﬁdﬂﬂbﬂbﬁme+
l,3—dichloropropene 82,951+ 7,902 4,288
methyl isothiocyanate 7,H29 H24 1,043
Total: 0 90,383 8,326 5,331
Growth Regulators
fatty alcohols 26,371 7H9
ethephon 5

























































AG— (#) Homes (#) Homes (homes/ha)
(#) (#)
1 106 179 33 212 0.041
2 151 151 35 186 0.025
3 9H 9H 52 106 0.026
U 81 81 12 93 0.038
5 52 39 3 H2 0.010
6 111 111 38 1H9 0.028
7 75 75 127 202 0.032
10 96 96 BR 160 0.05%
11 85 85 110 195 0.078
13 100 187 171 358 0.173
14 61 61 3 6H 0.013





Sources of Drinking Water for Livestock
 
Watershed Farm Wells Farm Ponds Streams or Ditches
AG— (#) (#) (#)
1 31 2 —
2 21 u 3
3 77 u 5
L1 56 3 27
5 31+ — —
6 71 17 23
7 36 8 2O
10 63 12 H
11 27 11 9
13 2 — —





Article VI of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, 1972, requested
that the International Joint Commission inquire into and report on "pollu—
tion of the boundary waters of the Great Lakes System from agricultural,
forestry and other land use activities, in accordance with the terms of
reference attached to this agreement". The International Joint Commission
(I.J.C.) established the International Reference Group on Great Lakes
Pollution from Land Use Activities (PLUARG) to plan and implement the re-
qmmﬁdsumy
In March, 1973, PLUARG submitted to the International Joint Commission
a study plan to assess pollution of the Great Lakes from land use activities.
This preliminary study plan outlined four main tasks including assessment of
the problem (Task A), inventory of land use activities (Task B), watershed
studies (Task C) and lake studies (Task D). A "Detailed Study Plan to Assess
Great Lakes Pollution from Land Use Activities" was prepared (February 1974)
and formed the basis for the PLUARG study.
Task C was described as, "Intensive studies of a small number of repre—
sentative watersheds, selected and conducted to permit some extrapolation of
data to the entire Great Lakes Basin, and to relate contamination of water
quality, Which may be found at river mouths onthe Great Lakes to specific
land uses and practices".
Activity 1 (Canada) of Task C called for "Pilot Agricultural watershed
Surveys". The objective of this activity was "to obtain data on the inputs
of pollutants into the Great Lakes Drainage System which have their origins
in the complex land use activities known as agriculture".
In February, 197H, the Agricultural Sub-Committee of the Task C Tech—
nical Committee, PLUARG, prepared a "Detailed Plan for the Study of Agri—
cultural watersheds in the Great Lakes Drainage Basin — Canada — 197u-1975".
This plan called for a preliminary phase consisting of a monitoring programme
and additional studies for collection of background data. The second and
intensive phase would consist of detailed studies of pollutants associated
with agricultural land use.
The preliminary study phase, April 1974—1975, has been reported in
detail in "Agricultural watershed Studies, Great Lakes Drainage Basin, Canada,
Annual Report, 197u—1975". The requirements for continuation of the study













































































































































studies programme, and a programme for remedial measures or other future
requirements.
The objective identified for the Phase I Monitoring Programme was to
measure the ambient concentrations and loading rates for various pollutants
that occur with agricultural land use. The Phase II Detailed Studies would
be directed towards the determination of the effects of soil, land use and
associated practiCes on concentrations and loading rates of selected pollu-
tants, the study of mechanisms of transport and storage of these pollutants
in selected agricultural watersheds; andfinally, the development of a pre—
dictive capability to allow extrapolation to other areas. The Phase III
Future Requirement would allow for the development of remedial measures as
significant problems were identified.
Projects to be included in Monitoring and Detailed Studies Programmes
were identified and an outline provided in the previously-mentioned "Annual
Report, 197u—1975". The intensive phase of the Agricultural watershed
Studies Programme was initiated in April 1975.
PROJECT 5 — LAND USE ACTIVITIES
 
Project 5 was designed to collect and compile detailed information on
land use practicesin eleven selected watersheds located in southern Ontario.
The information on material inputs in the watersheds was intended to help
in the interpretation of output parameters that were measured in the water
leaving the mini—watershed on the way to the Great Lakes. The project was
also intended to help identify mini—point sources as well as non-point
sources or diffusion inputs of materials. Control of these sources may be—
come of great significance as known point sources of inputs are reduced.
 
Eleven mini—watersheds (Table I—l) were chosen for examination of land
use activities. These small watersheds were not selected because of any
particular problems but because they were uniqueand represented a much
larger area of agricultural practice in the Province (Figure I—l). Agri—
cultural environments in these watersheds ranged from high to low intensity
crop production, from high to low livestock density, from sand to clay
soils and from flat to undulating topography (Table 1—2).
A survey of activities on all farms in each of the eleven watersheds
was conducted by questionnaire (Appendix E) in the fall of 1975, except
AG—S which was surveyed in 1976, to classify management of material usage
practices on both agricultural and non—agricultural properties. Agricul- <
tural representatives and engineers of O.M.A.F. acted as liaison between
the authors and the farmers. Questions were asked to ascertain activities
such as cropping practice, livestock, manure handling, fertilizer and pes—
ticide use and domestic sewage disposal. In 1978, the agricultural repre—
sentatives completed a supplementary questionnaire(Appendix F) on such
non-agricultural activities as road allowance and roadside herbicide
treatment, non-farm woodlots, institutions, industries, residential homes,
general drainage in the watershed, municipal drains, and general agricul—






























LOCATION OF ELEVEN WATERSHED
  
Watershed Watercourse County
AG—l Big Creek Essex
AG—2 Venison Creek Norfolk, Elgin
AG-3 Little Ausable River Huron, Perth
AG—H Canagagigue Creek Wellington
AG-S Holiday Creek Oxford
AS—S Tributary of Upper Huron, Wellington
Maitland River
AG—7 Shelter Valley Creek Northumberland
AG—lO North Creek Region of Niagara
AG-ll Salt Creek Region of Peel
AG—lB Hillman Creek Essex
AG-lu Mill Creek Bruce
-26-
 TABLE 1-2
































pasture, corn swine silt loam
AG—7 Forage, pasture, general sandy loam
tobacco
AG—lO Pasture, mixed dairy, poultry, clay
grains, corn beef
AG-ll Pasture, mixed beef, dairy clay loam
grains, corn
AG—l3 Cash crops, fruit, few sandy loam,
vegetables sand, clay
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The major cash crops grown during 1975 were soybeans, wheat and corn
with smaller hectarages of oats and processing vegetables (Table 1-1). Soy—
beans occupied 39.5% (1,935 ha) of the agricultural land, wheat 26% (1,278
ha) and corn 2H.5% (1,191 ha). These crops were generally grown in rotation.
About 10% of the farms had the following additional crops: processing and
fresh market vegetables (92.5 ha), hay (53 ha) and pasture (36 ha). The
main vegetables were tomatoes, cucumbers, green peppers, beans and peas.
Barley and tobacco were minor crops° There were a few small farm bush lots
but overall there is only a small amount of bush cover in the watershed.
Sixty—five fanns had some unimproved land that averaged 3 ha/fann and ranged




Livestock production was a minor agricultural endeavour that was spread
throughout the watershed in 1975. Thirty—five farms had livestock but only
21 had commercial size units (Table 1—2); these operations were small come
pared to those found in other watersheds (See AG-lO or AG-lu). Most of the
reductions in livestock operations have occurredin the last 5 years. Thirty-
six farms have either drastically curtailed their livestock operation or
given up feeding livestock for commercial purposes. These included 19 swine,
14 dairy, 2 beef and 1 poultry producing units.
The source of the drinking water for livestock on the 33 farms was
31 farms wells and 2 farn1ponds.
Land Preparation
Crop residues from soybean, corn and vegetables were plowed down and
incorporated into the soil. Wheat and oat straw was either plowed down, re-
moved for sale or farm uSe, or burned in the field.
Land was normally fall plowed (September or October) following soybeans,
corn, oats, vegetables and tobacco crops. Wheat lands were plowed in July
or August. Spring tillage before planting soybeans, corn and vegetables
involved 2 to H tillage operations from March to May and for oats only 1-2
operations. Fall wheat was planted following two tillage operations in
September or October. Tobacco was planted following a norm of 3 tillage
operations carried out in May.
Manure Use
Only 18 farms applied manure to 2% of the agricultural land (100 ha).
The total application was 198 tonnes and was applied at a mean rate of 2
tonnes/ha to various crops (Table 1-3). Mcst of the manure was applied
during July and August.
Manure from beef operations was handled in thesolidkanlafter being .
stored in open piles. Swine manure from the larger operations was stored in














































































































































































































































































































































































































































the May—June period. As far as could be determined, farmers treated the
crops at rates of application in accordance with O.M.A.F. publications (1—3)
recommending pesticide use. A large portion of the pesticides used, espec—
ially those applied to the soil around planting time, were banded so that
one—third to one—quarter the amount recommended was applied per hectare.
Planting seed was treatedcommercially with insecticides and fungicides
in most cases. Some farmers treated their own seed; these included wheat
(51), corn (H5), soybean (16), oats (6), green beans (1) and peas (1).
The common seed treatment was D 8 L (diazinon, lindane, captan), Agrox NM
(maneb) and Vitaflo (carboxin).
Land Drainage
Because of the flat topography, the watershed requires excavated drain—
age ditches. About 80% of the agricultural land is tile drained. This was
done systematically rather than randomly. About 75% of the tiles are spaced
8.0 to 10 m apart while the remaining 25% are set at a wider spacing. The
outlets of most tile drains empty into private or municipal drains and
ditches located systematically throughout the watershed.
Farm Residences
There were 179 farm homes scattered along the concession roads in the
watershed. Most have septic tanks that can be pumped, however, some of the
older homes have weeping tiles.
NON—AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES
 
Municipal Drains and Ditches
 
Drains and ditches occupy 2.5% of the land area. These are cleaned and
maintained by the municipality. Dredging is done every 20—30 years.
 
Road Allowance
Roads cover 102 ha or 2% of the watershed. Highway 77 passes thrOugh
the NW corner and continues down the west side of the watershed. Other roads
were gravel surfaced township roads. In 1975, 38% of the road allowance (39
ha) was treated with herbicides (2,H—D, 2,4,5-T and paraquat).
Railway
The Michigan Central Railway passes through the NW corner of the water—
shed and occupies 3 ha.
Residential Homes
There were 33 residential properties located in the watershed. They were





























































crop Area Farmland Farms Area (ha/crop)
(hectares) (%) # % mean range
Soybean 1,935 39.5 97 92 20 1 — 7L;
Wheat 1,278 26 72 68 18 1 — 51
Corn 1,191 24.5 89 8M 13 2 — 47
Oats 117 2 22 21 5 2 — 12
Vegetables 92.5 2 14 13 7 5 — 16
Hay 53 1 12 11 u 1 — 8
Pasture 36 1 10 9 H 1 — 8
Barley 7 <1. 1 1 7 -
Tobacco 1 <31 2 2 1 u — 0.6
Unimproved
Land 2014.5 LL 65 61 3 5 — 12






some farms grew more than one crop
 
  
TABLE 1—2 LIVESTOCK IN AG—l, 1975
Livestock Farms Livestock Livestock (#)
(#) (#) mean range
Dairy cows 2 2L} 12 1 - 23
Beef cows 6 16 3 1 — 7
Beef feeders: LLOU—1100 lb. 3 29 10 1+ - 20
L#00—750 lb. 8 10H 13 2 — ‘40
750—1100 lb. 9 283 31 l — 100
Veal calves 1+ 7 2 1 — 3












Laying hens 10 2,325 233 us — 600










Total: 33 a b
a/
some farms maintained more than one type oflivestock
b/




TABLE 1—3 MANURE APPLICATION TO LAND IN AG—l, 1975
Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of Manure
(hectares) (#) (%) Total Mean
(tonnes) (tonnes/ha)
Wheat H8 7 M 99 2.0
Oats 13 H 11 Ml 3.2
Hay 27 u 51 27 1.0
Corn 9 2 l 18 2.0
Tobacco 0.8 I 60 9 15.0
Vegetables 2 l 2 u 2.0
Total: 99.6 18 a 2 198 2.0
a/




































































































































































































































































































































AETER PLANTING APPLICATION OF FERTILIZER IN AG—l, 1975
  
 











Corn 1,188 68 100 151,470 0 0
Wheat 1,199 83 94 77,043 0 0
Vegetables 59 12 an 6,809 6,492 2,9u0

































a/ some farms applied fertilizer to more than one crop
FOLIAR APPLICATION OF MANGANESE SULPHATE
Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of Manganese
(hectares) (#) (%) Sulphate (kg)


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1—6 (continued . . . . . )
Use of
Crop Pest Pesticide Treated Farms Pesticide
(common name) (ha) (#) (kg a.i.)
Tobacco: Weeds trifluralin 0.6 l 0.3
Pasture: Weeds amitrole 2 l u
Fence
Rows: Weeds 2,4—D 3 5 2
2,L+,5—T 1 2 1
Road












97 ha of corn were sprayed with 357 litres




 2 AG-Z VENISON cum
GENERAL INFORMATION
Location
AG—Z represents the watershed that drains Venison Creek, a tributary of
Big Creek that flows into Lake Erie. The watershed is located primarily in
Houghton, Middleton and North walsingham Townships in Norfolk County, with a
small section in Bayham Township, Elgin County. Venison Creek is located
about 17 km south of Tilsonburg (Fig. 2—1). The general topography of the
watershed is flat; the creek has cut deeply into the sandy till and has pro—
duced river flats. The soils in the area are mainly sand with areas of muck




The total area of the watershed is 7,53H ha on which 151 farus were lo-
cated. In 1975, 98% of the land(7373 ha)was in agricultural land, including
municipal ditches. Of the remainder, 136 ha was road allowance and 25 ha in
35 residences and lots (mainly in the town of South Middleton), 1 church, 1
cemetery and 1 lumberyard.
Main Activity
Venison Creek watershed is characterized by an intensive agriculture.
The main practice is cash crops, especially tobacco, corn and wheat. A small
hectarage was in hay, pasture, fallow land, vegetables and soybeans. A.1arge
percentage of the agricultural land (37%) was in unimproved land.
Historical
The watershed has always been intensively farmed. In recent years there
has been a switch to a greater hectarage of corn from tobacco, and its rotation
crop rye or wheat because of restrictions in tobacco production. Livestock
production has been phased out in the last decade. Aldrin and DDT were exten—
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Location of AG-Z, Venison Creek
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with a mean area of 49 ha (Table 2—1). The major crops grown were tobacco
and its rotation crops rye or wheat and corn. Tobacco occupied 20% (1,458
ha) of the agricultural land, wheat 13% (991 ha), rye 12% (865 ha) and corn
10% (759 ha). A lesser hectarage was planted in hay and pasture 223 ha (3%),
summer fallow for nematode control in previous tobacco fields 212 ha (3%),
vegetables 57 ha (1%), soybeans 44 ha (0.5%) and oats 30 ha (0.5%). Unim—




3 During 1975, only 25 farms (17%) were actively engaged in livestock
: production (Table 2—2). Most of these operations were small with a few
animals per farm. Livestock production has been largely phased out over
3 the last decade.
; The sources for drinking water for the livestock were wells (21 farms),
1 ponds (4 farms) and streams or ditches (3 farms).
Land Preparation
Rye and wheat were grown as green manure for plow down prior to planting
of tobacco. Tobacco, corn and vegetable residue was incorporated into the
soil. Straw from wheat, rye, hay and oats was removed from the field for
farm use or sale.
Land to be planted in rye and wheat was prepared by plowing followed by
2 tillage operations in September. In May these fields were plowed and tilled
2-4 times prior to planting tobacco. Corn fields were prepared for planting
A by plowing mainly in May and 3 tillage operations in May. All other crop




Most of the manure used in AG-2 during 1975 had to be brought in to the
watershed from livestock areas in the east and north of the watershed, because
of the low number of livestock within the watershed (Table 2—2). The incoming
manure is dumped in the field in piles and is spread and worked into the soil
in the spring.
Ninety—eight farms applied manure to 17% of the agricultural land with a
total application of 14,864 tonnes on 1,235 ha at a mean rate of 12 tonnes/ha
(Table 2—3). Tobacco was the most intensively treated crop with 1,162 ha (80%
of crop) being treated at a mean application of 12 tonnes/ha. Corn (5%, 36 ha),
1 wheat (2%, 18 ha), bay (1%, 2 ha) and various other crops (5 ha) also received
treatments.
Fertilizer Use
(i) Pre—plant or planting fertilizer. Application of fertilizer as pre—
planting or at planting tine occurred on 91% of the farms or 38% of the agri—
cultural land. Over 95% of the tobacco, corn and cat land, 31% of the wheat,
18% of the rye and 1% of the hay land was treated at this time. The total
_ us _
_
 application of commercial fertilizer on 2,769 ha was 107,186 kg N, 331,07H kg
P205 and 408,608 kg K20 (Table 2—H).
Mean application rate on the different crops was: 1,458 ha of tobacco
was treated with 1,595 kg/ha of 2—11—15, 752 ha of corn with 880 kg/ha of
6—12—12, sou ha of wheat with 310 kg/ha of 6—12--12 or 140 kg/ha of Aeroprill
(39% N), 155 ha of rye with 85 kg/ha of Aeroprill. The other crops generally
received an application of 315 kg/ha of 6—18—16. For all the crops, most of
the pre—plant or planting time fertilizer was applied in April or May.
(ii) After plantjpg. After planting fertilizer was applied to 2,603
ha of agricultural land (35%) on 12H farms (82%). The total application of
this type of fertilizer was 102,887 kg N, 31,682 kg P205 and 05,990 kg K20
(Table 2—5). More than 60% of the wheat, corn and tobacco land and 08% of
the rye, 11% of the hay and 2% of the other crop land was treated after
planting.
Mean application rate on the different crops was: 511 ha of corn was
treated with 235 kg/ha of Aeroprill (30% N) in June,720}a.of wheat with 150
kg/ha of Aeroprill in April and May, H16 ha of rye with 125 kg/ha of Aeroprill
in April or May, 909 ha of tobacco with 330 kg/ha of 2—10—14 in June, 2” ha
of hay with HBO kg/ha of 5-20—20 or 100 kg/ha of Aeroprill in July. The other
crops were treated at a mean rate of 115 kg/ha of Aeroprill.
Tobacco on 7 farms (205 ha) was also treated with sulfo—mag for a total
application of 3,266 kg magnesium in June
gémestone Use
On three farms 50 ha were treated prior to planting tobacco with 75.7
tonnes of limestone. The mean application rate of limestone was 1.5 tonnes/ha.
Irrigation
Tobacco on 103 fanns (87% of tobacco farms) was irrigated with a total of
1,291 ha being irrigated. The mean number of applications was 1.5 times per
farm. No other crop was irrigated. The sources of water for irrigation were
ponds (60), creeks (20), wells (u) and unspecified (15).
Pesticide Use
Nematodes in tobacco soil were controlled in May with 1,2—dichloropropane,
1,3-dichloropropene and related C—3 hydrocarbons (59 kg/ha) and/or methyl iso-
thiocyanate (7.2 kg/ha).
Insecticides were applied to the tobacco to control a variety of pests.
Cutworms were controlled on 1,923 ha (114 farms) in April and May with chlor—
pyriphos (912 ha, 75 farms) and/or leptophos (505 ha, HO farms) at a mean rate
of 1.6 kg/ha and 1.1 kg/ha respectively. Foliar insects on tobacco such as
hornworms, aphids, flea beetles, grasshoppers, etc., were controlled with a
variety of insecticides. A total of 1,262 ha of tobacco (87%) were treated
_ us _
   
   
 
during July and August with one or more of endosulfan (0.9 kg/ha), B.Thuringien—
3713 (0.3 kg/ha), trichlorfon (1.5 kg/ha), carbaryl (1.2 kg/ha) and malathion
(0.4 kg/ha).
Herbicides were used on a variety of crops. weeds in the tobacco were
controlled on #5 ha (u'farms) with diphenamid at a mean rate of 5.8 kg/ha.
Seventy percent of cereals (including wheat and rye) were treated with 2,u—D
in May with 0.5 kg/ha of the acid. Corn was protected from weeds in May and
June with atrazine, cyanazine, butylate and alachlor. Atrazine was sprayed on
88% of the corn at a mean rate of 2 kg/ha. Oil was used to apply the atrazine
to uu% of the corn at a mean rate of u.5 L/ha. The other herbicides used on
corn were applied at 1.8—2.8 kg/ha. Linuron (1.9 kg/ha) was applied to 100%
and alachlor (2.2 kg/ha) was applied to u3% of the soybeans. Weeds in white
beans were eradicated with EPTC (3.5 kg/ha) and metobromuron (l.l kg/ha). Spot
treatments for weeds in hay, fallow land and waste land were made with amitrole,
EPTC and paraquat.
Tobacco suckers were controlled with avariety of commercial products
having fatty alcohols as the active ingredient. Nest applications were made in
August with one—half the farms using two applications. The mean application
rate was about 18 kg/ha.
All these treatments fell within the O.M.A.F. guidelines for pesticide
application (2-H).
Land Drainage
The topography of the watershed is fairly flat except for the areas around
Venison Creek. The soils in the watershed are mainly sand with most of the run—
off being natural or due tosoil permeability. There isnothingconsistent about
the general drainage throughout the watershed. There is a small amount of tile
drainage in the area with no estimate of actual area being available. Most of
the drains empty into road ditches, streams, municipal drains or natural ditches.
Wind erosion is a special problem in this watershed and a combination of tree
planting and the planting of rye or wheat on soils after harvest is a general
practice to hold the soil in place.
Farm Residences
There were 151 farm residences located in the watershed. Farm household
wastes are collected by the municipality and delivered to a central waste dis—
posal site located outside the watershed.
NON—AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Municipal Drains and Ditches
A large area in the north and south parts of the watershed is drained by
municipal drains and ditches which cover about 21 km, While the remainder of
the drainage water runs off into natural drainage courses. Approximately 9 km
of three drains in the north end of the watershed were maintained and cleaned
_ 47 _
 in 1975. One new drain of about 2.5 km long in the south of the watershed was
dug in 1975.
Road Allowance
Roads cover 136 ha or 2% of the watershed. Highway 59 crosses the NE
section of the watershed for 3 km in a NS direction. All other roads were
either paved or gravel surfaced township roads. New road construction on the
township road between Concessions 9 and 10 cut across the watershed in a EW
direction. This construction included grading, filling, ditch construction,
use of binders (CaClg) in conjunction with application of petroleum to the
black top. This road construction could have resulted in a large amount of
silt and calcium chloride being present at the measuring point of water quality
parameters. In 1975, no roadside ditch cleaning or herbicide spraying was done
in the watershed.
Railroads
There were no railroads located in the watershed.
Residential Homes
There were few non—agricultural residences in the watershed area. In 1975,
35 residences (22 ha) mainly in the hamlet of South Middleton were located in
the watershed.
Industrial Sites
There were very few industries or institutions located in the watershed.
A lumber yard (2 ha) and a church and cemetery (1 ha) were the only activities.
REFERENCES
(1) Agricultural Code of Practice for Ontario, ONE and O.M.A.F., 1976.
(2) 1975 Tobacco Production Recommendations, Publication 298, O.M.A.F.
(3) 1975 Field Crop Recommendations, Publication 296, O.M.A.F.
(H) 1975 Vegetable Production Recommendations, Publication 363, O.M.A.F.
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 TABLE 2-1 LAND USE IN AG—Z, 1975
 
, Crop Area Farmland Farms Area (hectares)
g (hectares) (%) (#) (06) mean range
1 Tobacco 1,458 20 118 78 12 2 - 114
i Wheat 991 13 72 48 13 0.5 — 156
j Rye 865 12 75 50 12 1 — 32
1 Corn 759 10 60 40 13 0.5 — 97
E Hay 8 Pasture 223 3 30 20 7 1 - 31
9 Summer fallow 212 3 35 23 6 1 — 36
1, Vegetables 57 1 8 5 7 2 — 20
4
Soybean an 0.5 8 5 6 3 - 9
1‘ Oats 30 0.5 7 5 u 0.5 — 14
J
I Unimproved land 2,734 37 145 96 19 0.5 — 201
‘ Agricultural total: 7,373 100 151a 100 1+9 5 - 508
Non—agricultural total: 161










    
   
   
 
    
  
  
   
    
TABLE 2—2 LIVESTOCK IN AG—2, 1975
 
Livestock Farms Livestock Livestock(#)
(#) (#) mean range
Dairy cows — milkers u 8 2 l — 3
— followers u 13 3 2 - u
Beef cows 7 162 27 3 — L15
I;
Beef feeders: MOO—1100 1b. 7 96 1% 3 — 25 :
non—750 lb. 1 22 22 — !
Veal calves 2 12 6 3 — 9 1
Swine ~ sows 8 boars 4 49 12 5 — 24
Feeder hogs 6 556 93 5 -200
Laying hens 9 216 24 10 — 50
Horses 7 12 2 1 — 3
; Pullets 1 10 10 —
Ducks
Total: 25 b
a/ some farms maintained more than one type of
livestock




















































































































































   
 
TABLE 2—4 PRE-PLANT AND PLANTING TIME APPLICATION
OF FERTILIZER IN AG-2, 1975
Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of NUtrient (kg)
(hectares) (#) (%) N P O K O
2 5 2
Tobacco 1,458 118 100 45,017 249,609 333,238














































Total: 2,769 138 a 38 107,186 331,074 408,608
 
some farms applied fertilizer to more than one crop
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TABLE 2—5 AFTER PLANTING APPLICATION OF FERTILIZER IN AG—2, 1975
Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of Nutrient (kg)










































































































Crop Treated Farms Crop kg Magnesium
(hectares) (#) (%)
Tobacco 205 7 In 3,266
- 53 _
 
   
TABLE 2—6 PESTICIDE APPLICATION EXPRESSED AS ACID EQUIVALENT
OR ACTIVE INGREDIENT (a.i.) TO CROPS IN AG—2, 1975
Use of
Crop Pest Pesticide Treated Farms Pesticide
(common name) (hectares) (#) (kg a.i.)
Tobacco: Cutworm chlorpyriphos 911 75 912
leptophos 505 MO 568
Nematodes 1,2-dichloropropane +
1,3—dichloropropene 1,905 113 82,95”
methyl isothiocyanate
1,031 87 7 ,u29
Foliar endosulfan 551 51 519
Insects B.thuringiensis 358 28 109
(hornworms, trichlorfon 256 20 373
aphids,ete.) carbaryl 77 7 91
malathion 2O 2 7
Suckers fatty alcohols
(i) as n—decanol 882 7% 15,366
(ii)as n—Octanol + 553 94 11,005
n—decanol
Weeds diphenamid 45 M 263




Corn: Weeds atrazine 665 u2 1,289 a
cyanazine 136 9 300
butylate 92 7 257
alachlor 131 9 242
Soybeans: Weeds linuron an 8 83
alachlor 19 3 #1
White bean: Weeds EPTC 11 2 38
metobromuron 8 l 9
Hay,fallow,
waste: Weeds amitrole 22 1 50
' EPTC 3 2 6
paraquat l 1 l
_ 5n _
 TABLE 2-6 (continued . . . . . )
USe of
Crop Pest Pesticide Treated Farms Pesticide









5 Sucker control 26,371
' Herbicides 3,201
a/ atrazine was applied on 295 ha of corn on 17




















































the upper reaches of
Little







Township, Perth County, about 29 km north of London (Fig. 3-1).
The water-



















was in agricultural use.
Of the remainder,





residences and miscellaneous non—agricultural
uses,
including
the gravel pit (22 ha).
Main Activity





the main cash crop

















is a high density of
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sWine and a few
small
flocks of poultry and horse breeding.
The watershed has a small number of
non—farm dwellings.
Historical
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hectares and taving a mean area of 59 ha. The agricultural land use during
1975 was 32% in corn (1,776 ha), 16% in mixed grain (872 ha), 12% in white
bean (686 ha), 10% in hay and alfalfa (558 ha), % in pasture (458 ha), 6%
in barley (307 ha) and 5% in wheat (269 ha). Peas, oats and turnips accounted
for 1% each of the agricultural area. Unimproved land on 7H farns (79%) ac—
counted for 428 ha or 8% of the agricultural land (Table 3—1).
Livestock Production
 
Livestock production was a major activity during 1975 with 80 ferns
(85%) maintaining some type of livestock operation (Table 3—2). Major live—
stock operations included H5 beef herds, Ml swine herds, 16 dairy herds, 2
horse farms, 7 small flocks of laying hens and 2 small flocks of chicken
broilers. Several farms maintained more than one type of livestock. In the
last few years, many operations changed their type of livestock production
but no pattern was evident.
Sources of drinking water for livestock were 77 wells, 5 streams and
ditches and H ponds. Generally speaking, the quality and quantity of this
water was very satisfactory. However, several farms complained of lower
water table levels in some years and in 1975 one farm had a creek so polluted
with upstream human sewage that the water was notpotable.
Land Preparation
Crop residue from corn, mixed grain, wheat, oats and barley was either
removed for silage, litter or incorporated during plow down. Mest of the
residue from white beans, peas and turnips was alsoincorporated. A small
hectarage of wheat, white bean and barley residues were burned in the field.
The time of plowing and tilling of crop land prior to planting was fairly
consistent throughout the watershed. Almost all the agricultural land was
plowed in the fall (October and November) except wheat land that was plowed
in August. Discing (Z-H times) of land to be planted to corn, mixed grain,
barley and oats was carried out during May. Land to be planted to white bean,
pea and turnip was tilled 2—H times between April and June while that in
wheat was tilled 2-3 times in September. Some clover was grown as a cover
crop before being plowed down as green manure prior to planting White beans.
Manure Use
Seventy—two farms applied manure to 20% of the agricultural land. A total
of 30,H39 tonnes of manure was applied to 1,078 ha at a mean rate of 28.2
tonnes/ha (Table 3-3). Less than 25% of crops and 71% of the hay was treated
with manure. Manure was applied year round with the highest application being
made in April, May, October, November and over the winter. Hay and pasture
Land was treated during the summer months only. Most of the manure is handled
in the solid form in open piles, unprotected from runoff by rain. Storage of
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(35 ha) was 102.5 kg B.
Limestone Use






















Insecticides were applied in June to control root worm in corn and root
maggot in turnip. Mean application rate of insecticides was: 0.8 kg/ha car—
bofuran, 1.5 kg/ha chlordane, 0.8 kg/ha chlorfenvinphos, 0.7 kg/ha parathion
and 0.9 kg/ha metalkamate on corn; and, 25 kg/ha fensulfothion and 2.7 kg/ha
carbofuran on turnips.
Herbicides were applied to corn, white beans, cereals, hay, turnips, peas
and fence rows to control weeds. Application was made in the May—June period
as both pre- and post emergence treatments
Mean application rate of herbicides was: 1.6 kg/ha atrazine, 2.1 kg/ha
cyanazine, 1.9 kg/ha alachlor, 0.6 kg/ha simazine, 0.4 kg/ha 2,4—D, 0.15 kg/ha
dicamba and 0.1 kg/ha mecoprop on corn; l.l kg/ha metobromuron, 2.5 kg/ha
EPTC, 1.3 kg/ha trifluralin and 1.1 kg/ha basogran on White beans; 0.5 kg/ha
2,4—D, 0.7 kg/ha MCPA, 1.7 kg/ha 2,14—DB, 1.3 kg/ha dicamba and 0.9 kg/ha
mecoprop on cereals and hay; 0.9 kg/ha trifluralin on turnips; 0.7 kg/ha MCPA
on peas; and l kg/ha of 2,u-D and 2,0,5-T as spot treatments on fence rows.
Land Drainage
There is little natural drainage in the watershed, however, it is fairly
well drained by openand municipal drains. About 50% of the watershed is tile
drained in a systematic pattern with a general spacing of 15 m.
In general, farmers are satisfied with the drainage although a few feel
that more drains would make municipal drains more efficient. A gravel pit in
the watershed had excellent water quality which supported fish life; farmers,
therefore, were against a proposal to allow municipal drains to enter
the pit. The depletion of woodlots and lack of reforestation caused concern
among farmers who observed loss of top soil in the runoff waters and by
erosion and giving rise to murky creek water.
Farm Residences
There were 9H farm residences located in the watershed. All the resi-
dences had septic tanks for sewage disposal.
NON-AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES
 
Municipal Drains and Ditches
 
AG—3 has poor natural drainage but therunoff is aided by municipal
drains. In 1975, there was 33.5 km of municipal drains located in the water-
shed (see also comments on land drainage above).
Road Allowance
Provincial highway #23, township and county roads cover 137 ha in the
watershed (2.5%). These roads were either paved or gravel surfaced.
-61-




















+ 2,u—D) applied around the guide rail posts. CaC12 is used in the winter
on the roads.
Railway
There were no railroads located in the watershed.
Residential Homes
There were 52 non—farm residences located in the watershed. Most of
these were located in the hamlets of Elimville and Winchelsea and occupied
13 ha. It was noted that several of these residences had large lots with
uncontrolled weeds growing on them. All the homes have septic tanks for
sewage disposal.
Industrial Sites
There were no industries located in the watershed but there was one




















    





































































































































































































































TABLE 3—2 LIVESTOCK IN AG—3, 1975
Livestock Farms Livestock Livestock (#)
(#) (#) mean range
Dairy cows — milkers 16 391 24 6 - 55
— followers 15 285 19 2 — 70
Beef cows 11 82 7 1 — 20
Beef Feederszuoo-llOO 1b. HM 2,789 63 5 — 230






Veal calves l 6 6 —
Swine: sows and boars 23 SH3 24 1 — 60
weanersa 7 2,65% 379 300 - 700
Feeder hogs 37 10,120 274 12 -1H00
Sheep, lambs 8 ewes l 10 10 —
Horses 18 50 3 1 — 20
Laying hens 11 210 19 1 — 3O
Broilers 2 153 77 3 — 150
Total: 80 b c
a/ 6-8 week old pig
- 5n _
b/ some farms maintained more than one type of livestock












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































    
 
TABLE 3—6 PESTICIDE APPLICATION EXPRESSED AS ACID EQUIVALENT
OR ACTIVE INGREDIENT (a.i.) TO CROPS IN AG—3, 1975
Use of
Crop Pest Pesticide Treated Farms Pesticide
(common (hectares) (#) (kg a.i.)
name)
Corn: Root worm carbofuran 598 16 484
chlordane 234 10 350
chlorfenvinphos 89 2 72
parathion 77 1 52
metalkamate 11 1 10
Weeds atrazine 1,229 53 1,951 a
cyanazine 496 14 1,041
alachlor 359 10 677
simazine 201 15 306.5
2,4—D 290 16 124
dicamba 162 7 24
mecoprop 162 7 16
White bean: weeds metobromuron 545 36 600
EPTC 152 11 373
trifluralin 109 6 141
basogran 38 2 43
Cereals: Weeds 2,4—D 596 35 299
(wheat, MCPA 338 23 246
oats, 2,4—DB 18 1 31
barley, dicamba 14 1 18
grain,etc) mecoprop 14 1 12
TurniE: Root fensulfothion 35 2 86
maggot carbofuran 30 l 82
Weeds trifluralin 35 2 31
Peas: Weeds MCPA 36 l 26
Fence
Rows : Weeds 2,4—D 1 1 1


























(common (hectares) (#) (kg a.i.)
name)
Road Allowance
Weeds 2,H—D 137 118
2,4,5—T 124 28
bromacil 13 0.5
a/ atrazine was applied on 96 ha of corn on 3 farms
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Location of AG—4, Canagagigue Creek
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unimproved land on farms (170 ha).
Livestock Production
 
Livestock production was themajor activity in AG—u during 1975 with
65 farms (68%) maintaining some type of livestock operation (Table u-2).
Dairying was the main type of livestock operation; this was followed closely
by beef and swine operations. Larger operations included 24 dairy herds, 33
beef herds, 3H swine herds, 16 flocks of laying hens and l flock of chicken
broilers. MoSt farms maintained more than one type of livestock operation.
Sources of drinking water for livestock were 56 wells, 27 streams and
ditches and 3 ponds.
Land Preparation
The land preparation was very consistent throughout the watershed. All
crop residue was removed from the field for farm use as livestock feed or
litter. All crop land was preparedby plowing in October followed by 0—6







































































































































lizer for pre—planting or at planting time occurred on 70 farms (86%) or
58% of the agricultural land.' Over 9u% of the corn and deed grain was
treated whereas less than 35% of the hay, wheat and pasture was treated.
The total application of fertilizer on 1,u20 ha was 24,916 kg N, 57,2”6 kg
p205 and 52,920 kg K20 (Table u—u).
 
Mean application rate on the different crops was: #32 ha of corn with
280 kg/ha of 12—16—lu, 732 ha of mixed grain with 170 kg/ha of 7—26—16, 217
ha of hay with160 kg/ha of 5-lH—H3, 3% ha of wheat 165 kg/ha of 6-16-15
and 5 ha of pasture with 225 kg/ha of 7—13—10. Most of the crop hectarages












































was treated in May and June.
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 Mean application rate on the various crops was: 91 ha of corn with
173 kg/ha of Aeroprill (34% N) and 8 ha of mixed grain with 110 kg/ha of
Aeroprill.
Limestone Use
There was no limestone applied in AG—H in 1975.
Irrigation
No land was irrigated in AG—H during 1975.
Pesticide Use
Herbicides were applied in May and June to control weeds in mixed grain
and corn crops (Table H-B). Mean application rate of herbicides was: 0.5
kg/ha of 2,H~D and 1.3 kg/ha of MCPA on 328 and 151 ha respectively of
deed grain; and 2.6 kg/ha of atrazine, 2.5 kg/ha of alachlor, 1.5 kg/ha of
cyanazine and 1.1 kg/ha of cyprazine on 353, 13, 13 and 16 ha respectively
of corn.

















of phosalone to control insects. These pesticides were applied in the summer
months.
land Drainage
Most of the runoff and land drainage in the watershed occurs naturally;
about 20% of the area being-tile drained in a ratio of 50% random and 50%
systematic.
Farm Residences
There were 81 farm residences located in the watershed. The farm homes
have septic tanks with weeping tile for sewage disposal.
NON—AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES
 
Municipal Drains and Ditches
Municipal drains, ditches and streams cover approximately 0.4% (10 ha)
of the watershed. The total length of such drains is about 19 km.
Road Allowance
Municipal and township roads, which were paved or gravel stabilized,
cover 33 ha (1.3%) of the waterShed. All the road allowance was treated
with 2,u-D and 2,9,5—T for weed control.
Railroad






































































































There were 12 residential homes and lots occupying 5 ha or 0.3% of the
watershed. Most of the residences were located along the northern con-
cession road. All the homes have septic tanks and weeping tiles for sewage
disposal.
Industrial Sites
There was a small gravel pit (0.5 ha) located in the watershed. An
underground gas pipeline crosses the watershed in a NW—SE direction.
Institutions

































































































































total : u 9
Watershed total: 2,H77
_ 7 5 _
  
TABLE 9—2 llVESTOCK IN Ae—u, 1975
 
 
Live stock Palms Livestock Livestock (#)
(# ) ( # ) mean range
Dairy cows — milkers 33 578 18 l — H3
— followers 2H 520 22 l — 60
Beef cows 10 177 18 u — 36
Beef feeders: 400—1100 lb. 24 1,012 42 H — 138
400—750 1b. 12 356 30 2 — 60
750-1100 1b. 13 #02 31 5 - 120
Veal calves 8 81 10 l - 30
Swine— sows and boars 19 286 15 l - 53
Feeder hogs 33 3,461 105 6 - 500
Sheep, ewes l 7 7 —
Horses 20 95 5 l — lu
Laying hens 18 1,555 86 12 — 350
Broilers 2 301 151 l - 300
Pullets 1 7 7 -
Geese 2 #7 2M 2 - #5
Ducks 1 9 9 -
Total: 55 a b
a/ some farms naintained more than one type of livestock




























































































































































































PRE—PLANT AND PLANTING TIME




Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of Nutrients (kg)
(hectares) (#) (%) N P205 K20
Corn 432 L12 9; 19,107 19,339 16,915
Mixed grain 732 60 94 8,660 32,156 20,074
Hay 217 23 28 1,736 H,713 14,971
Wheat 34 H 35 335 897 8H8
Pasture 5 2 3 78 1H6 112
Total: 1,u20 70 a 58 21+,ng 57,2u6 52,920
a/ some farms applied fertilizer to more than one crop
TABLE 4—5 AFTER PLANTING APPLICATION OF FERTILIZER IN AG-u, 1975
Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of Nutrient (kg)
(hectares) (#) (%) N P205 K20
Corn 91 5 20 5,353 - -
Mixed grain 8 2 1 300 - -
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 have decreased while the number of dairy herds have increased. In the last




There were 52 farms in the watershed that ranged in size from 6—162 ha
with a mean area of 55 ha. The major crops grown were corn, hay and pasture,
and some small grains (Table 5—1). Corn occupied HH% (1,2H9 ha) of the agri—
cultural land, hay and pasture 21% (588 ha), mixed grains (oats and barley)
% (152 ha), oats alone 4% (116 ha), barley alone 3% (75 ha), vegetables 4%
(107 ha), alfalfa and hay 2.5% (84 ha), and wheat 0.5% (16 ha). Unimproved
land on 39 farms accounted for 16% of the agricultural land (#53 ha).
Livestock Production
 
The livestock density in the watershed was large, consisting mainly of
dairy, beef and swine productions. The dairy cattle density was lower than
most of the surrounding areas of Oxford County. Among the livestock opera—
tions were 22 dairy herds (25 farms with followers), 17 beef herds, 6 swine
herds, l flock of laying hens and l flock of chicken broilers. The large
broiler operation was located beside the Creek. A total of 3H ferns (65%)
had some type of livestock on the property (Table 5—2).
All 34 farms used wells as their source of drinking water for the live—
stock.
Land Preparation
Crop residue from corn, barley and vegetables was plowed down or removed
for litter or feeding. The residue from mixed grain, oats, wheat and hay was
removed for sale or farm use. Land in use for corn and mixed grain production
was prepared by plowing in the spring (April—May) or in the fall (September-
October). Barley and oat land was prepared by plowing followed by 2 tillage
operations in April or May. Wheat was planted following plowing and tilling
in August or September.
Manure Use
Thirty farms applied manure to 18% of the agricultural land with a total 1
application of 10,081 tonnes on 099 ha. Corn, hay and pasture, mixed grain, 1
oats and barley alone, alfalfa and wheat crop land received manure at a mean
rate of about 20.2 tonnes/ha (Table 5—3). Mbst of the manure was applied all
year round rather than being stored for seasonal application. Some of the
manure was sold to the tobacco areas (AG—2) south of the watershed.
Manure that was stored was piled in the open in the solid form and was
unprotected from runoff by rain.
Fertilizer Use




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No lime was used in AG-S during 1976.
Irrigation










































































































































































































































































































































used as spot treatment to control weeds at 0.3 kg/ha before planting cereals.
Herbicides were used as pre— or post emergence treatments in May or June.
Land Drainage
The topography of the land is gently rolling with the soils being mainly
a mixture of loam and silt loam with areas of muck and river bottom flat lands.
Admost the whole watershed is tile drained.
The tiles are located systematic—
ally and are generally spaced at 2% m. The tiles empty into municipal drains
and ditches located throughout the watershed.
In the last few years, due to farm grants, the drainage in the watershed
has been inmmoved allowing more intensive agriculture.
Farm Residences
There were 52 farm residences located in the watershed; all homes have
septic tank systems which were installed in the last 10—15 years.
NON—AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES
 
Municipal Drains and Ditches
 
Almost all the watershed is drained by municipal ditches and drains which
are located throughout the area. Three new drains were installed and improve—
ments to up—grade others were made in 1975—76. About 1.5% of the watershed area
(H0 ha) is taken by bymunicipal drains and ditches.
Road Allowance
The road allowance covers 61 ha or 2% of the watershed area. All concess-
ion roads were paved or gravel stabilized. In 1976, all the road allowance was
sprayed with 2,H—D and 2,4,5-T.
Railroads
The CPR railroad passes in an EW direction across the top of the watershed
occupying 16 ha.
Residential Homes
There were only 3 residences (about 1 ha) located at one intersection in the
watershed. These homes have septic tanks for sewage disposal.
Industrial Sites
There were no non—agricultural activities located in the waterShed.
REFERENCES
(1) Agricultural Code of Practice for Ontario, ONE and O.M.A.F., 1976.
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Crop Area Farmland Farms Area (hectares)
(hectares) (%) (#) (% mean range
Corn 1,2H9 H4 40 77 31 2 - 122
Hay and pasture 588 21 33 63 18 u — 40
Mixed grain 152 5 13 25 12 u - 20
Oats 116 H 7 13 17 6 — HO
Vegetables 107 4 3 6 36 12 - 51
Barley 75 3 7 13 11 7 - l8
Alfalfa 45 1.5 4 8 11 H — 30
Hay 39 1 5 10 8 3 — 20
Wheat 16 0.5 5 10 3 2 — 6
Unimproved land a 453 16 39 75 22 0.5 — 30





1ncludes rlver flats, forest, fence rows,
unimproved land, etc.
b
/ some fanns grew more than one crop
_ 85 _
  
 TABLE 5—2 LIVESTOCK IN AG—S, 1976
Livestock Fanms Livestock Livestock (#)
(#) (#) mean range
Dairy cows — milkers 22 7H7 34 15 — 60
- followers 25 878 35 2 — 130
Beef cows 3 L11 11+ 10 — 21
Beef feeders: MOO—1100 lb. 10 772 77 5 - #00
400-750 lb. 5 619 12% 9 — use
750-1100 lb. u 297 74 5 — 250
Veal calves 2 30 15 10 — 20
Swine - sows and boars u 10H 16% 5 — 550
Feeder hogs 5 2,515 503 no —1800
Laying hens 1 1,500 1,500 -
Chicken broilers 1 160,000 160,000 —
Horses 3 17 6 2 — 13
Total: 31+ a b
a/ some ferns maintained more than one type of livestock
‘ b/ about 1,787 animal units (Reference 1)
-87..
 
 TABLE 5—3 MANURE APPLICATION TO LAND IN AG—S, 1976
 
 
Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of Manure
(hectares) (#) (%) total mean
(tonnes) (tonnes/ha)
 
Corn 366 25 37 7,951 20.9
Hay 8 pasture 51 8 15 1,188 19.5
Mixed grain 27.5 2 18 526 19.1
Barley 19 2 25 290 15.3
Alfalfa 9 2 20 290 32.2
Oats 8 2 7 181 22.5
Wheat 8.5 2 53 105 17.1
Total: u99 30 a 18 10,081 20.2
a/





TABLE 6—9 PRE—PLANT AND PLANTING TIME APPLICATION
OF FERTILIZER IN AG-S, 1976





































































































































































































































































trifluralin 2H 3 2H
dinitramine 16 2 16





















alachlor 535 15 1,072
cyanazine 16M 11 382



































a/ 10 farms also treated 267 ha of corn with














AG—B represents the watershed that drains into the Upper Maitland River
(2 km east of Gorrie) which then flows into Lake Huron. The watershed is
located in Howick Township, Huron County and Minto Township, Wellington County
aboutl3 kn1west of Mount Forest (Fig. 6—1). The watershed has gently rolling
hills and has loam, silt loam and muck soils. The drainage in the watershed
is imperfect and is aided by open ditches and municipal drains. About 25% of





















38 non—farm residences, a trailer—campground, non-farm woodlots, a gravel pit
and a township dump. In 1975, 96% of the land (5,026 ha) was in agricultural
use. Provincial and township roads occupied 2% of the area (109 ha), non—
farm woodlots occupied 1% (50 ha) and miscellaneous activities such as resi—





























































stock operations. The main form of farming is the raising of beef cattle
from beef cow—calf operations and the production of milk from dairy cow-calf
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0.4 to 182 ha and having a mean area of 45 ha. The agricultural land use dur—
ing 1975 was 19% in mixed grain (936 ha), 19% in hay (933 ha), 16% in pasture
(815 ha), 13% in corn (641 ha) and 4% in barley (228 ha). Ninety—six fanns
(86%) had some unimproved land (29%, 1,473 ha) on their farns (Table 6-1).




Livestock production was the major agricultural activity in AG—6 during
1975, with 78 farms (70%) maintaining some type of livestock operation (Table
6—2). Major livestock operations included 33 dairy herds, 48 beef herds, 39
swine herds and 12 flocks of poultry. In the last few years therehas been a
trend towards larger beef operations consisting of feedlots with several op—
erations changing from beef to dairy.
Sources of drinking water for the livestock were 71 wells, 23 streams
and ditches, and 17 ponds.
Land Preparation
Most of the crop residue from mixed grain, corn and barley was removed
from the field for livestock silage or litter. A small hectarage of corn
residue was incorporated into the soil during plow down. Land for mixed
grain, corn and barley wasprepared by plowing in September, October or May.
Tillings (1—4 times) of land for the same crops took place in May.
Manure Use
Manure was applied on 62 farms (56%) to 894 ha of agricultural land (18%).
Crop land treated with manure included 371 ha of hay, 167 ha of corn, 181 ha
of mixed grain, 131 ha of pasture, and 44 ha of barley (Table 6—3). A total
of 23,164 tonnes of manure was applied to the land at a mean rate of 26 tonnes/
ha. More than one half of the manure was applied in April, May,September and
October, whereas the rest was applied year round. Most of the manure is
handled in the solid form, in piles stored outside the barn unprotected from
runoff by rain. There are a few liquid manure tanks in the watershed, and
the manure is pumped out once or twice a year for spreading on the land.
One farm applied sludge to 32 ha of corn. The total application of.
sludge was 133 tonnes at a mean rate of 4.2 tonnes/ha. The source of this
sludge was the sewage plant located in Harriston.
fertilizer Use
(i) Pre-plant orgplanting fertilizer. Application of fertilizer as
pre—planting or at planting time occurred on 77 farms (69%) or 36% of the ag—
ricultural land. Mbst of the corn, mixed grain and barley was treated whereas
only about 5% of the pasture and hay wastreated in May. The total application
of commercial fertilizer on 1,794 ha was 41,750 kg N, 63,415 kg P205, and


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Roads cover 109 ha or 2% of the watershed.
These roads consisted of
Highway 87 which was paved, and gravel surfaced township and county roads.
In 1975, all 109 ha of roads were treated with 2,H—D and 2,9,5—T to control
weeds.
Railroads
The Canadian Pacific Railroad crosses a very small section in the ex—
treme north part of the watershed occupying about 1 ha.
Residential Homes
There were 38 non—farm residences located in the watershed and these
occupy 20 ha.
These homes have septic tanks and weeping beds which are pro—
perly installed.
A few farms in the watershed are being sold to city people for summer
homes.
Some of the new owners are digging ponds in spring water areas and
stocking their ponds with fish. Nest of these owners are renting the sur-
rounding land as pasture to neighbouring farmers.
Recreational Areas
There is a trailer park and camp ground covering 15 ha located in the
NW corner of the watershed.
Industrial Sites
There were no industrial sites located in the watershed in 1975. There













































































































































































 TABLE 6—2 LIVESTOCK IN AG—B, 1975
 
Livestock Farms Livestock Livestock (#)
| (#) (#) mean range
kl
Dairy cows — milkers 36 917 26 2 — 69
— followers 31 618 21 1 — 75
Beef cows 2” 579 2M 1 - 126
; Beef feeders: 900-1100 1b. 32 1,473 us 2 — 220
,‘ 9004750 1b. 26 599 23 2 — 98
1 750 — 1100 lb. 8 383 M8 7 — 130
Veal calves 1 5 5 -
V Swine: sows and boars 3H 6H6 19 l — 73
i
; Feeder hogs 20 5,02” 251 10 —1,000
Sheep, ewes, lambs 1 21 21 —
Horses 18 36 2 l - 6
, Laying hens 13 1,005 77 8 — 200
§ Broilers 1 20 20 —
% Pullets 2 200 100 50 - 150




some farms maintained more than one type of livestock
b/ about 2,685 animal units (Reference 1)
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TABLE 6—3 MANURE APPLICATION TO LAND IN AG—B, 1975












































































some farms applied manure to more than one crop




















































PRE-PLANT AND PLANTING TIME APPLICATION










(hectares) (#) (%) N P O K O
2 5 2
L
Corn 595 99 93 22,235 25,702 25,992
Mixed grain 887 50 95 19,932 29,290 33,315
‘ Barley 217 9 95 9,505 5,559 5,059
' Pasture 51 5 5 359 1,001 2,198
L
* Hay 93 5 5 109 818 5,973
g Total: 1,799 77 a 35 91,750 53,915 73,992
some farms applied fertilizer to more than one crop



















Total: 157 8 29 17,980 - —
1
1 Two farms also applied agricultural gypsum (65 ha, 19,619 kg)




















































































































































































AG—7 represents the watershed that drains Shelter Valley Creek which
flows into Lake Ontario. The watershed is located in Haldimand Township,
Northumberland County, about 32 km east of Trenton (Fig. 7—1). The water-
shed shed lies on undulating topography with soils being mainly sandy loam
with areas of loam and sand. Almost all the watershed is naturally drained.
Size
 
The total area of the watershed is 6,236 ha and is occupied by 75 farms,
127 homes and residential lots, recreational areas and Crown Land. In 1975,
77% of the land (H,8lO ha) was in agricultural use. Provincial highways,
county and township roads accounted for 2.5% of the area (155 ha), resident—
ial homes and lots accounted for 3% (190 ha), churches, cemeteries and parks
accounted for 2.5% (15” ha), recreational areas accounted for 1% (H7 ha),
and Trans—Canada Pipeland Co. accounted for 0.5% (23.5 ha). CrOWn Land,
forest and woodlots on 61 properties not on farm land accounted for 13.5%
(856.5 ha).
Main Activity
Land use in Shelter Valley Watershed is characterized by non-intensive
general agriculture. Some individual fanns, producing primarily tobacco and
corn, are an exception to the general situation. A large hectarage is also
covered by woodlands and swamp unsuitable for agriculture. The remainder of
the land holdings are characterized by a livestock orientated agricultural
activity.
More detailed information on the activities in the watershed may be




Today a large portion of the land is being held by landowners not der—
iving a major income from agriculture. This group includes non—farm people
using the area for recreation, part—time faruers with full—time jobs outside












































Tobacco hectarage has tended to decline significantly from 1960, re—
flecting hectarage restrictions and shifting of production rights from this
area to southwestern Ontario (see AG—Z).
Since 1970 the number of tobacco
farms and tobacco rights has stabiliZed, but the actual hectarage has con-
tinued to decline.
The remainder of the land has remained as hobby farms, pasture and live—
stock units and a few cash crop units.
Of the farmers surveyed, the farns




There were 75 farms in the watershed varying in size from 4.5 — 371 ha
and having a mean area of 69 ha. The agricultural land use during 1975 was
23% in pasture (1,094 ha), 19% in hay (681 ha), 13% in corn (649 ha), % in
oats alone (2H9 ha), % in rye (177 ha), 3% in fallow land (134 ha), % in
barley alone (130 ha), % in tobacco (95 ha), 1% in mixed grain (66 ha), 1% ‘
in wheat (45 ha), and 31% (1,486 ha) in unimproved land on farms (Table 7—1).
Livestock Production
 
Livestock production was a major activity during 1975, with 54 farms
(72%) maintaining some type of livestock operation (Table 7—2). Many of
these farns were small, home—uSe operations having less than 5 large animals.
Larger livestock operations included 28 beef herds, 8 swine herds, 5 poultry
flocks, H dairy herds and 3 sheep flocks. Production of beef was reduced
during 1975 with several farms having more beef cows than feeder cattle. In
the last few years, fewer fanns have had livestock operations.
Sources of drinking water for livestock were 36 wells, 20 streams and
ditches, and 8 ponds.
Land Preparation
Disposition of crop residue depended on the crop and the subsequent
use of the land. Crop residue from corn, tobacco, wheat and hay was incor—
porated into the soil, whereas that from oats, grain and barley was removed 3
for sale or farm use. Rye was grown over the winter and was plowed down as
green manure mainly for tobacco.
5
 
Oats were planted after plowing mainly in September and tilling 2 - 3 5
times in April. Corn land was prepared by plowing in September or April
,
followed by 1—9 tillage operations in April or May.
Winter barley and wheat
i
were planted after the land was plowed and tilled in September. Rye was
‘
planted after 1 tillage operation in September. The rye was plowed down in the
spring and after 2—7 tillage operations in April and May,tobacco was planted. g
— 105 —
 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of rye with 11% kg/ha of Aeroprill, and 7 ha of pasture with 1M5 kg/ha of
15—15-15. Most land was fertilized in May.
 
Two tobacco farms applied magnesium to the soil while one farm used boron
on corn.
Limestone Use
No limestone was used on any crop land in 1975.
Irrigation
Six farms irrigated 78 ha of tobacco at a mean application rate of 2.2



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
; TABLE 7-3 MANURE APPLICATION TO LAND IN AG—7, 1975
1:
{ Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of Manure
: (hectares) (#) (%) total mean
(tonnes) (tonnes/ha)
Corn 360 16 55 2,33” 6.5
Hay 121 8 18 7H9 6.1
Oats 56 7 22 698 12.5
Tobacco 32 3 34 612 19.1
Rye 12 1 7 272 22.7
Wheat 21 2 H7 73 3.5
Pasture 9 1 1 19 2.1
Fruit 8
: Vegetables 2 2 50 11 5.5
.1
Total: 613 33 a 13 u,763 7.8
1.
ii a/





































































































































































































































































Pasture 7 1 0.6 153 153 153
















TABLE 7—6 PESTICIDE APPLICATION EXPRESSED AS ACID EQUIVALENT




Crop Pest Pesticide Treated Farms Pesticide
(common name) (ha) (#) (kg a.i.)
Tobacco: Cutworms chlorpyriphos 51 u H2
leptophos 32 2 2H
Nematodes 1,2—dich10ropropane 70. 7 7,902
+ 1 , 3 —dichloropropene
methyl isothio—




aphids, etc) endosulfan 27 2 29
Sucker
control fatty alcohols
(as n—decanol) 27 2 7H9
Cereals: Weeds 2,4—D 138 8 71.5
MCPA 138 IN 62
Corn: Weeds cyanazine 297 7 613
butylate 20H 4 611
atrazine 370 1H H75
alachlor 145 6 163

























AG—lO represents the watershed that drains North Creek, a tributary of
Twenty Mile Creek that flows into Jordan Harbour and thus to Lake Ontario.
North Creek is located in West Lincoln Township, the Regional Municipality of
Niagara, approximately 13 km south of the town Grimsby and just west of the
town of Smithville (Fig. 8—1).
Size
 
The total area of the watershed is 2,980 ha on which 96 farms and 69 resi—
dential homes are located. The area is composed of agricultural land, 2,879 ha
(96.5%); road allowance, 74.5 ha (2.5%); and, residential lots, 26.5 ha (1%).
Main Activity
North Creek watershed represents an area of low intensity agriculture being
mainly dairy farms with some intensive poultry and swine operations. Livestock
manure is being returned to the soil. The soil is a Haldiman clay loam, with
poor natural drainage and hence does not lend itself to intensive cash cropping.
Most of the crops are fed to livestock, although some are sold as cash crops.
Historical
The land use pattern in AG—lO has not changed significantly in the last
few years. There are an increasing number of absentee land—owners which results
in either idle land or land being rented to existing farm operators for crop
production. Twenty-seven farms were purchased in the last 10 years with the
mean purchase date being 1971. The number of livestock operations have in—
creased in recent years. The use of fertilizer, manure and pesticide appears
to have remained fairly constant over the past 20 years.
AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Crop Production
The main crops grown were for the support of livestock operations (Table
8-1). The mean area per farm was 30 ha, with 96 farms ranging in Size from
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 in hay, 17% (H84 ha) was in corn, 12.5% (355 ha) was pasture, and 10.5% (299
ha) was in oats. Wheat, fallow land, barley, mixed grain and grapes accounted
for 250 ha (8%). Seventy—eight percent of the farms had some unimproved land
that accounted for 529 ha (19% farm land).
Livestock Production
 
Livestock units were the prime agricultural activity in AG—lO (Table 8-2).
Twenty—six farms were in dairy, l8 fanns were in poultry (6 major operations),
8 farms were in swine (5 major operations), and 6 farms were in beef. Seventy
fanns (73%) had some livestock during 1975. In general, the poultry operations
turned their chicken broilers over u times whereas the feeder hogs were taken
to market 3 times during 1975. There was one mink operation. The sources of
drinking water for the livestock were wells (55 farms), ponds (l2), cisterns
(8), and streams or ditches (H).
Most of the livestock operations haVe been going on for the last 20 years.
Many farmers reported that they have increased their number of livestock in the
last 5 years, with several large operations beginning in that period.
Land Preparation








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No major highways pass through the watershed. The great majority were
gravel surfaced township roads. Road allowances covered 2.5% (7u.5 ha) of
the watershed. No herbicides were USed on these allowances during1975. Many
of the roads are arteries to the urban centres of Hamilton and St. Catharines
as well as the Queen Elizabeth Highway. Salting of a few intersections occurred
in the winter of 1975. These roads were sanded with gravel.
Railways
The Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Railway traverses the east end of the
watershed for 1 km.
Residential Properties
 
There are 6M residential homes located in the watershed. Most are con—
centrated in the northern part of the watershed, increasing in density towards
Hamilton in the west. About 50% of the residences have been built in the last
20 years. All the residences have a septic tank system and about 80% have
dry wells.
Industrial Sites
An underground oil pipeline traverses the entire width of the watershed in
an East—West direction.
REFERENCE

























































































































































































































































   
TABLE 8—2 LIVESTOCK IN AG-lO, 1975
Livestock Fanns Livestock Livestock (#)
annual basis (a) (#) (#) mean range
marketed basis (m)
Dairy cows — milkers (a) 26 721 28 l — l00
— followers (a) 26 737 28 l — 100
Beef cows (a) 17 500 29 l - 70
Bulls (a) 1 1 l -
Beef feeders:L+00—1100 lb. (m) 6 65 11 LL — 15
L+00--750 lb. (m) Ur 27 8 3 — 10
750-1100 lb. (111) 6 44 7 '4 — 12
Veal calves (a) 3 206 69 2 — 200
(m) 5 674 135 3 — 600
Swine - sows 8 boars (a) M 79 20 l5 — 29
Feeder hogs (a) H 8ll 203 l - 500
(m) 6 3,170 528 130 -1500
Weaner pigs (m) 2 600 300 —
Sheep — ewes 8 lambs (a) 8 530 66 10 — 200
(m) 2 115 58 L+5 - 70


























Turkey — hens (a) 1 21,000 21,000 -
— broilers (m) l 54,000 54,000 —
Geese (a) l 8 8 -
Ducks (a) ‘4 31 8 H — 15
Continued .
—121—
 TABLE 8—2 (continued....)
 
Livestock Farms Livestock Livestock (#)
annual basis (a) (#) (#) mean range
marketed basis (m)
 
Mink (a) 1 1,000 1,000 —
(m) 1 750 750 —
Total: 70 a b
a/
some farms had more than one type oflivestock
b . .
/ about 2,770 animal units (Reference 1)
— 122 —
 TABLE 8—3




















































































































 TABLE 8—4 PRE—PLANT AND PLANTING TIME APPLICATION OF
FERTILIZER IN AG—lO, 1975
 
Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of NUtrient (kg)
(hectares) (#) (%) N P205 K20
Corn 300 22 62 10,383 20,107 7,H80
Oats 26H 26 88 5,536 8,523 5,026
Pasture 91 6 26 3,878 825 825
Hay 170 10 18 3,708 2,666 1,359
Wheat 73 10 61 1,899 3,906 1,u67
Barley 31 4 82 871 1,H38 1,060
Mixed grain H 1 13 73 1H5 0
Total: 933 1+2 a 32 26,3'48 37,610 17,217
a/ some farms applied fertilizer to more than one crop
TABLE 8—5 AFTER PLANTING APPLICATION OF FERTILIZER IN AG—10, 1975
 
Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of NUtrient (kg)
(hectares) (#) (%) N P205 K20













TABLE 8—6 PESTICIDE APPLICATIONS EXPRESSED AS ACID EQUIVALENT OR
ACTIVE INGREDIENT (a.i.) TO CROPS IN AG—IO, 1975
Use of
Crop Pest Pesticide Treated Farms Pesticide
(common name) (ha) (#) (kg a.i.)
Corn Weeds atrazine 258 12 #97
butylate 67 I 150
Mixed grain Weeds 2,H—D 107 8 57
Oats Weeds 2,4-DB 60 5 32.5
Total: Herbicide u92 22 a 736. 5
a/




 9 AG-ll 3m CREEK
GENERAL INFORMATION
Location



























































































































































































































































































































































































































Location of AG-ll, Salt Creek
— 128 —






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 (ii) After planting fertilizer. Seven farms (8%) fertilized 3% of
 
the agricultural land with after planting fertilizer. The total application
on 66 ha was 1,609 kg N, 2,619 kg P205 and 2,092 kg K20 (Table 9—5). A low
percentage of the crop hectarage in corn, hay and pasture was treated.
Mean application rate on the various crop hectarages was: 13 ha of corn
with 340 kg/ha of Aeroprill (3H% N), 36 ha of hay with 235 kg/ha of 0—22—16
and 17 ha of pasture with MS kg/ha of active P and an kg/ha of active K.
Limestone Use
Limestone was applied on one farm to 10 ha of corn at a mean applica—
tion rate of H.6 tonnes/ha.
Irrigation
No land was irrigated in AG—ll during 1975.
Pesticide Use
Only herbicides were used in AG—ll during 1975. Various herbicides
were applied in May or June to control weeds during pre- and post-emergence
treatments (Table 9—6). Mean application rate of herbicides was: 0.5 kg/ha
of 2,0—D on 255 ha and 1.7 kg/ha of 2,4-DB on 12 ha of various cereals; 1.u
kg/ha of atrazine on222 ha and 3.5 kg/ha of butylate on50 ha of corn; 3.9
kg/ha of alachlor on 61 ha and 1.0 kg/ha of linuron on N ha of soybeans; and,
1.1 kg/ha of paraquat on 20 ha of land in the tree nursery.
Land Drainage
= Almost all the drainage is through natural topographical runoff.
About 15% of the watershed is tile drained with about 95% of the tiles being
randomly spaced.
Farm Residences
There were 85 farm residences located in the watershed. These farm
homes have septic tanks for sewagecjisposal.
NON—AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES
 
Municipal Drains and Ditches
There were no municipal ditches or drains located in the watershed.
Road Allowance
Paved and gravel surfaced regional roads occupied 74 ha of the water—
shed (3%). About 31 ha of road allowance was treated with 2,u—D and 2,u,5—T




There were no railroads located in the watershed.
Residential Homes
There were 110 residential homes and lots occupying 121.5 ha or 5% of
the watershed. Mbst of the residences were located along the major road-
ways and in the hamlet of Sandhill.
All the homes have septic tanks.
Industrial Sites
There were no true industrial sites located in the watershed but there
was an undeveloped golf course that occupied 1% of the area (2H.5 ha). The
golf course, which was partof another course (not in the watershed), has
not been developed as a true
golfcourse or a residential area.
REFERENCE



























































































































































































some farms grewymore than one crop
- 132 —
  












































































































































































































































































































TABLE 9—3 MANURE APPLICATION TO LAND IN AG—11, 1975
Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of Manure
(hectares ) (# ) (% ) total mean
(tonnes) (tonnes/ha)
Hay 243 20 38 3,006 12.4
Corn 94 12 33 1,805 19.2
Pasture 47 8 12 L+73 10.1
Mixed grain 26 5 6 392 15.1
Wheat 6 2 2 141 23.5
Total: 416 33 a 18 5,817 19.0
a/ some farms applied manure to more than one crop
TABLE 9-4 PRE—PLANTING AND PLANTING THE APPLICATION OF
FERTILIZER IN AG—11, 1975







Corn 270 22 96 13,199 15,091 9,626
Mixed grain (and
oats 8 barley) L119 L11 86 9,099 18,218 11,429
Wheat 291 29 100 5,408 11,856 6,960








Total: 941 61 a 41 28,375 45,296 28,080
a/ some farms applied fertilizer to more than one crop
-134—
  
TABLE 9-5 AFTER PLANTING APPLICATION OF FERTILIZER IN AG—ll, 1975
 
Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of Nutrient (kg)
(hectares) (%) N P205 K20
Corn 13 1 5 1,500 — -
Hay 36 4 0.6 109 1,855 1,346
Pasture l7 3 4 — 764 746
Total: 66 7 a 3 1,609 2,619 2,092
a/ some farms applied fertilizer to more than one crop
 
TABLE 9—6 PESTICIDE APPLICATION EXPRESSED AS ACID EQUIVALENT OR
ACTIVE INGREDIENT (a.i.) TO CROPS IN AG-ll, 1975
\
Use of
Crop Pest Pesticide Treated Farms Pesticide
(common name) (hectares) (#) (kg a.i.)
Cereals Weeds 2,4—D 255 22 119
‘ (mixed grains, 2,4—DB l2 3 2O
; oats, barley,etc.)
Corn Weeds atrazine 222 14 318
butylate 50 2 175
; Soybeans Weeds alachlor 61 4 236
1 linuron 4 1 4
‘ Others Weeds paraquat 24 1 27
l (nursery)
9 Agricultural total: Herbicide 899
i
3 Road Weeds 2,4—D 31 62.5
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FIGURE lO—l:
Location of AG-l3, Hillman Creek
-l38—









































































275 ha and had a mean area of 17 ha. There was considerableshare—cropping
and land leasing among farmers. Although the ferns tended to be small units,
a mixture of crops are produced or grown rather than specializing in one or
two.
The major agricultural activity in 1975 was fruit and vegetable produc—
tion andcashcmop production (Table 10—1). Corn (field and sweet) occupied
27.5% (H72 ha) of the agricultural land, potatoes 16% (280 ha), tomatoes 11%



















with orchards (H%, 78 ha) growing peaches, pears and apples; there were also
some greenhouses and a mushroom farm. Unimproved land on 6M farms accounted
for 8% of the agricultural land (lHH ha).
Livestock Production
 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 1269 ha was 81,065 kg N, 186,648 kg P205 and 200,594 kg K20 (Table 10—”).
















of 6—20—22 on tomato in May; 12H0 kg/ha of 3—13—18 on tobacco in May; 980 1,
kg/ha of 8—20—22 on vegetables in April and May; 515 kg/ha of 11—10-16 on
orchard in April or May; H65 kg/ha of 6—20—20 on beans in May; 265 kg/ha
of 8—26—9 on soybean in May; 205 kg/ha of 6-22-20 on wheat in September;
and, 410 kg/ha of 5—20—20 on oats in April.
I
spring or at the time of planting. The total application of fertilizer on a
(ii) After-planting. After planting fertilizer was applied to 606



















corn, wheat, tomato and vegetable hectaragereceived after-planting fertil—
izer treatments while a lesser percentage of tobacco, potato, orchard and
oats was also treated (Table 10—5).
Mean application rates of Aeroprill (39% N) on the different crops were:
358 kg/ha on corn, 170 kg/ha on wheat, 238 kg/ha on vegetables, 132 kg/ha on
potato, 122 kg/ha on orchard, and 132 kg/ha on oats. Tobacco was treated
with 268 kg/ha of Aeroprill followed by 91 kg/ha of 2—10—16, while tomatoes
were treated with either 218 kg/ha of Aeroprill or 335 kg/ha of 10-10—10.
Treatment with after—planting fertilizer was carried out in May or June ex—
cept wheat which was fertilized in April.
Limestone Use






















of tobacco on 1 farm (11 tonnes), 4 ha of wheat on 1 farm (18 tonnes), N ha
of vegetables on 2 farms (18 tonnes), u ha of potato on 1 farm (16 tonnes), ,









Twenty-one farms irrigated 117 ha of various crop land using water from
farm ponds. Eight farms treated #6 ha of potato with a mean rate of 2.25
applications, 5 farms treated 35 ha of tobacco with a mean rate of 2.2 ap— ;
plications, H farms treated 26 ha of orchard with a mean rate of 1.5 appli— ﬁ{




A large amount and a wide varietyof insecticides, fungicides and herbi—
cides were used toprotect the various crops in AG—l3 during 1975 (Table 10—6).


























































of the herbicides were applied in May.
-i Insecticides were applied to 100% of the orchards (78 ha, 19 farms),





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































older homes have weeping tiles.
NON—AGRICUDTURAL ACTIVITIES
 










































































































































































of the watershed in a N8 direction, and Highway 3 passes in a.NE direction
in the bottom section.
Most other roads were gravel surfaced township roads.
In 1975,
41% of the roads allowance was treated with 2,9—D.
Railroads
The Michigan Central and the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroads run N and NE
respectively
from the town of Leamington through the watershed and occupy
10 ha or 0.5% of the watershed.
Residential Homes
There were 171 residential homes occupying 73 ha (3.5% of watershed)
located in the watershed in 1975.
Most of the residences were distributed a-
long the road allowance in the watershed with a high density along Highway
77. Almost all the homes have septic tanks.
Industrial Sites
In 1975 there were 11 industries and 7 institutions located in the water-
shed.
Industries occupied 27 ha (1.5%) and institutions occupied 24 ha (1%)
and were located primarily on the major roadways.
Schools and churches were
the main institutions while industries included service stations, car and
machinery dealers, and a drive—in theatre.
REFERENCES
(l) 1975 Field Crop Recommendations, Publication 296, O.M.A.F.
(2) 1975 Tobacco Production Recommendations, Publication 298, O.M.A
(3)
1975 Fruit Production Recommendations, Publication 360, O.M.A.F.
(4)
1975 Vegetable Production Recommendations, Publication 363, O.M.













(hectares) (%) # % mean range






















































































































































































































































































































a/ some farms applied manure
—1uu—































TABLE 10—” PRE—PLANT AND PLANTING TIME APPLICATION
OF FERTILIZER IN AG—13, 1975








































































































































a/ some farms applied fertilizer to more than one crop
-1u5—
 TABLE 10-5
AFTER PLANTING APPLICATION OF FERTILIZER IN AG—l3, 1975
 
 
Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of Nutrients (kg)
(hectares) (#) (%) N P205 K20
Corn 398 25 7” 42,307 — -
Wheat 136 16 77 7,843 — —
Tomato 92 8 50 2,997 5,192 7,37%
Vegetables 27 13 61 2,185 — —
Tobacco 17 11 16 1,118 118 118
Potato 22 6 8 986 - —









Total 696 49 38 57,605 5,310 7,563
a/ some farms applied fertilizer to more
than one crop
-1u6—
TABLE 10-6 PESTICIDE APPLICATION EXPRESSED AS ACID EQUIVALENT
OR ACTIVE INGREDIENT (a.i.) TO CROPS IN AG—13, 1975
  
Use of
Crop Pest Pesticide Treated Eanns Pesticide
(common name) (ha) (#) (kg a.i.)
Tomato: Disease fixed copper 159 15 1,220
(blight, a
anthracnose, EBDC 161 19 1,161
ant,cmﬁer,
burn, speck, captafol 161 17 632
wilt, rot,
etc.)
Insects azinphos—methyl 158 16 125
(beetles, methomyl 25 1 25
aphids,horn- endosulfan 36 2 23
wum,fnﬁt Qﬂboﬁmai 10 3 19
fly, loopers, leptophos 10 1 11
etc.) B.thuringiensis 10 1 11
malathion 5 l 2.5
Weeds trifluralin 162 17 200
chloramben 58 3 136
I metribuzin 9 1 2.5
1
Potato: Disease EBDC a 101 12 202

















’ hoppers,etc) azinphos—methyl 14 l 1-5






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































slopes gently downward from the south and has a sandy loam, clay loam, silt
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 for the maintenance of the liVestock. Corn production has risen significantly
in the last 5 years.
Livestock Production
 
f Livestock production was the major agricultural activity in AG—lu during
_ 1975, with 57 farms (93%) maintaining some type of livestock operation (Table
ll—2). Major livestock operations included H6 beef herds, ll dairy herds, 8
swine herds, 2 flocks of poultry and 1 sheep herd. Most farms had more than
, one type of livestock operation. The last 10 years has shown a decrease in
dairy (H farms) and swine (l farm) operations in favour of beef operations.
 
Sources of drinking water for the livestock were SM wells, 18 streams and
ditches and 2 ponds.
9 Land Preparation
Crop residue from mixed grain and corn was incorporated into the soil
during plow down. Hay was removed for farm use or sale. Land for corn and
mixed grain was plowed in October or November, with some corn hectarage being
I re—plowed in May, and was tilled 2 to H times in April or May. No other land
W was reported to have been plowed or tilled.
Manure Use
1
2 Manure was applied on HO farms to 996 ha of agricultural land (20%). Crop
: land treated with manure was 393 ha of hay, 383 ha of pasture, 195 ha of corn
and 25 ha of mixed grain (Table 11-3). The question regarding rate of appli—
, cation of manure was not answered on the questionnaire and thus no total ap-
i plication of manure is known. All the manure produced from the livestock
(Table 11—2) in the watershed would have beenapplied to the land. The best
estimate would be about 5—20 tonnes/ha applied mainly in May: although some
land was treated in September.
‘3 One farm was reported to have cattle and manure in a stream.that resulted
in discolouration of the water (and possibly high bacti counts) and Concern
was raised by the farners downstream.
All the manure was handled in the solid form and was stored in piles un—




















planting or at planting time occurred on 41 farms (67%) or 23% of the agricul—
tural land. Most of the corn and mixed grain land was fertilized while less _
than 10% of the pasture and hay was treated at this time. The total application






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 11—1 LAND USE IN AG—lu, 1975.
Crop Area Farmland Farms Area (hectares)
(hectares) (%) (#) (96) mean range
Pasture 2,219 1+5 56 92 '40 — 109
Hay 1,153 23 H8 79 2M — 81
Mixed grain 505 10 31 51 16 —- H0
Corn 484 10 20 33 2’4 — 122
Barley 87 2 5 8 l7 - 36
Oats 22 < 1 1 2 22 -
Unimproved land l+75 lO L+3 70 ll - 1+3


























































































































































































Crop Treated Farms Crop Use of Manure
(hectares) (#) (%) total mean
(tonnes) (tonnes/ha)
Hay 393 29 34 b b
Pasture 383 21 17
Corn 195 11 M0
Mixed grain 25 5 5
Total: 996 90 a 20
a/
b/
some farms applied manure to more than one crop
Only a few farms replied to this question on the questionnaire.
The best estimate would be 5—20 tonnes/ha of manure was
All the manure from livestock (Table 11—2)
was applied to the land.
applied to the crops.
— 158 —
 
 TABLE 11—9 PRE—PLANT AND PLANTING TIME APPLICATION OF
FERTILIZER IN AG—lu, 1975
 
 





































































































































































































































































 TABLE 11—6 PESTICIDE APPLICATION EXPRESSED AS ACID EQUIVALENT
OR ACTIVE INGREDIENT (a.i.) TO CROPS IN AG-lu, 1975
Use of
Pesticide Treated Farms Pesticide








a/ atrazine was applied on 170 ha of corn on 5























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 3. LIVESTOCK INFORMATION
  
Animals Housed on an Annual Basis, Average Number
Market Animals, Number Marketed Annually (1975)
Dairy cows, milkers
followers
Beef feeders (gain 600 to 1100 lbs.)
Beef cows
Beef feeders (gain 400 to 750 lbs.)
Sheep (Ewes)
Reef feeders (gain 750 to 1100 lbs”)
Laying hens
Feeder hogs
   
Horses
Chicken broilers or toasters












4. WATER SUPPLY FOR LIVESTOCK






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
